
 

Troop 97 

Summer Camp Packing List 

 

 

___Duffel bag – Lined with a garbage bag first, too keep all your contents dry. If you 

have gear that does not fit please make sure it is attached to the bag (such as a 

sleeping bag) 

 OR 

___Foot Locker – These can be purchased at local retailors such as Walmart or Target. 

Please have your scout’s name on the outside of the footlocker as they all look alike. 

DO NOT bring a lock. 

 

___Day Bag – can be a backpack, string bag, etc. to carry rain jacket, swimming towel, 

BSA handbook, etc. every day. 

___Sleeping Bag, in a compression bag if you have one. 

___Sleeping Pad, closed cell foam, or self inflating pad. The scouts will be sleeping on 

cots, but some scouts still like a pad for extra comfort. 

___Raincoat/Poncho 

___Clothes – plan to put clean clothes on each day – shorts, shirt, underwear, and socks.  

Shirts should be Scouting-themed or at least scouting appropriate.  Also, be prepared 

for occasional cooler temps, 1 long sleeve shirt, jacket, pants. 

___Hat, with a brim for sun protection. 

___Pocket Knife, we’ll probably do totem chit at camp 

___Swim Suit, with 2 towels, one for swimming, one for shower 

___1 Qt Water Bottles, make sure already filled. 

___Flashlight or headlight & Extra Batteries  

___Pen & notepad 

___BSA Handbook 

___Cleanup Kit toothpaste, toothbrush, comb, dental floss, etc., including shampoo and 

soap. Plan to shower each day. 

___Bug Repellent 

___Personal sun screen 

___Shoes - closed toe ONLY, plus extra pair in case 1st pair gets wet. NO crocs or Keens. 

___Shower shoes (flipflops are fine) for shower only 

___Compass if you have one. 

___Matches or Flint & Steel  

___Spending money for Trading Post. About $20 is fine for most scouts. More if you 

want souvenirs. 

___Wrist watch 

___Hanger for Class A uniform shirt 

 

 

What to be wearing for departure for Camp 
 

___Official Scout Uniform, Class B T-shirt underneath 

___Official Scout shorts if you have them 

___Official Scout Socks if you have them 

 


